Label-free Mass Cytometry for Unveiling Cellular Metabolic Heterogeneity.
Comprehensive analysis of single-cell metabolites is critical since differences in cellular chemical compositions give rise to specialized biological functions. Herein, we propose a label-free mass cytometry by coupling flow cytometry to ESI-MS (named CyESI-MS) for high-coverage and high-throughput detection of cellular metabolites. Cells in suspension were isolated, online extracted by sheath fluid, and lysed during gas-assisted electrospray, followed by real-time MS analysis. Hundreds of metabolites, including nucleotides, amino acids, peptides, carbohydrates, fatty acyls, glycerolipids, glycerophospholipids, and sphingolipids, were detected and identified from one single cell. Discrimination of four types of cancer cell lines and even three subtypes of breast cancer cells was readily achieved using their distinct metabolic profiles. Furthermore, we screened out 102 characteristic ions from 615 detected peak signals for distinguishing breast cancer cell subtypes and identified 40 characteristic molecules which exhibited significant differences among these subtypes and would be potential metabolic markers for clinical diagnosis. CyESI-MS is expected to be a new-generation mass cytometry for studying cell heterogeneity on the metabolic level.